Evolution of resource and energy management in biologically realistic gene regulatory network models.
We describe the use of computational models of evolution of artificial gene regulatory networks to understand the topologies of biological gene regulatory networks. We summarize results from three complementary approaches that explicitly represent biological processes of transcription, translation, metabolism and gene regulation: a fine-grained model that allows detailed molecular interactions, a coarse-grained model that allows rapid evolution of many generations, and a fixed-architecture model that allows for comparison of different hypotheses. In the first two cases, we are able to evolve networks towards the biological fitness objectives of survival and reproduction. A theme that emerges is that the control of cell energy and resources is a major driver of gene network topology and function. This is demonstrated in the fine-grained model with the emergence of biologically realistic mRNA and protein turnover rates that optimize energy usage and cell division time, and the evolution of basic repressor activities; in the fixed architecture model with a negative self-regulating gene evolving major efficiencies in mRNA usage; and in the coarse-grained model by the need for the inclusion of basal gene expression to obtain biologically plausible networks and the emergence of global regulators keeping all cellular systems under negative control. In summary, we demonstrate the value of biologically realistic computer evolution techniques, and the importance of energy and resource management in driving the topology and function of gene regulatory networks.